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FROM THE NATIONAL LAY DIRECTORS...
THE CHANGING SEASONS– from our Co-NLDs
I rather enjoy Lent in the
Southern Hemisphere. I used to
think we were out of step, that
people in the Northern
Hemisphere, being “in step with
nature,” would have wonderful
celebrations of Easter in Spring.
But my one experience of
Easter in the Northern Hemisphere was a big disappointment. The church
we attended in Oxford, England, was decorated profusely with daffodils –
but there was no mention of new life at all in the service!
There’s nothing like a major disappointment to cause us to reassess our
thinking! I now appreciate Lent in the Southern Hemisphere because it is
in step with nature! In Lent, the Church calls us to return to the basics of
our faith and practice, calls us to strip away the unnecessary habits we
have formed, and to focus on the essentials (prayer, fasting, and
almsgiving). This process is reflected in the natural world around us as
leaves fall and the trees reveal the stark beauty of the framework that has
supported the lushness of growth during summer. In Autumn we
gradually see the unique structure of each tree that has been hidden by
the exuberance of spring and summer.
Lent offers us a time to reflect on our faith and to look at the unique
“shape” it has assumed. Has our exuberance disguised a lack of balance in
our practice? Have we been drawn to focus on aspects of faith that are
not essential?
As we take up our role as joint-NLDs we have been doing some thinking
about the essentials of Cursillo. We have identified three areas on which
we want to focus: the idea that Cursillo is a Movement not a Club; the
centrality of the Cursillo Method (Fourth Day Groups, Ultreya, and
Spiritual Direction); and being strategic about who we Sponsor (support or
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companion) on a Cursillo weekend. You will hear more from us about
each of these areas over the next three years.
In brief, Cursillo as a Movement acknowledges the importance of
discipleship that is outward-looking and incorporates the whole Church,
rather than the idea of Cursillo being a cosy and comfortable club of like
-minded people. The emphasis on the Cursillo Method recognises that
the 3-Day Weekend is the means to an end, rather than the end in
itself. We do not invite people to a Cursillo weekend just so they can
have a good time (although we certainly hope they do!) – we invite
them so they can be introduced to the Cursillo Method, which in turn
will support and encourage them as they move into a life of vibrant
discipleship on their Fourth Day.
To facilitate the growth of the Cursillo Movement we need to be
strategic about who we invite to attend. Often, our first thought is to
invite our friends so they can experience “the joy of Cursillo” for
themselves. However, if we stop there the Cursillo Movement will
eventually die out! Our focus needs to be on encouraging Cursillistas to
reach out to “younger” parishioners in the 40-60 age group, who are or
will be the leaders of the future.
The other thing David and I want to do in the next three years is to
meet as many Cursillistas as we can. As we thought about this over
Christmas we decided the most enjoyable way for us to do this was to
invest in a motorhome. Our trip to Maheno, to attend a Dunedin
Diocesan Ultreya at the end
of February, was the first
official outing for us in
Brendan – our newly
acquired motorhome (check
out St Brendan the Navigator
on Wikipedia to see how
appropriate his name is for
this stage in our lives!) We
were delighted when he
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became an impromptu venue for a Floating Group Reunion at that
Ultreya!
We were also pleased to welcome Margaret and Craig McLanachan as
Diocesan Lay Co-Directors for the Dunedin Diocese. They have both
been active in Cursillo for many years – the Cursillo Movement will
benefit greatly from their abilities, and we look forward to working
with them.
It was also good to acknowledge and thank Keith Gover and Bishop
Kelvin Wright. Keith was NLD from 2005-2010 and has filled in as DLD
for Dunedin for the last couple of years. He has agreed to remain on
Secretariat, so his considerable wisdom and ability will still be available
for Cursillo in the Dunedin Diocese. Bishop Kelvin has also been a
wonderful supporter of Cursillo, both before and during his time as
Bishop of Dunedin. He was the senior Spiritual Advisor on the last
weekend, and has expressed a wish to remain involved in Cursillo after
his retirement as Bishop of Dunedin. Cursillo in the deep south is in
good hands!
It is also good to welcome Hanlie Viljoen (DLD) and Revd. Mary
Rowlands (DSD) to the National Leadership of Cursillo. Both have filled
these positions in the Diocese of Waiapu in an interim capacity,
following the untimely death of Revd. Richard Spence. They were
officially commissioned by Bishop Andrew in Taradale on March 14th.
We also acknowledge and thank outgoing Waiapu DLD Gail Spence for
her energy and dedication to the Movement.
Please pray for Hanlie, Mary, Margaret and Craig as they officially take
up their new roles. Please also pray for the National Secretariat as we
develop a strategic plan for the Cursillo Movement in New Zealand.
A graduation and wedding take us to America at the end of April but
we look forward to catching up with as many of you as we can on our
return.
Ultreya!
Glenda & David - Co-NLDs
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FROM THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL DIRECTOR...
WAITING FOR GOD
I was sitting reading with the cat on my lap when we
were disturbed by the sound of pebbles being thrown at
the window. As I looked up Cleo leapt onto the sill.
No, not pebbles but a beak of a small bird on the panes
of glass in the bay window as it darted backwards and forwards catching
insects that hovered there.
The fantails had returned to our garden.
The noise and activity continued for several days then
nothing!! The fantails disappeared.
Something to do with our wet and windy summer I was
told.
“Never mind Nana,” my granddaughter said. “ Perhaps they’ll come back
at Easter and you’ll be able to tell another story about them. You’ll just
have to wait and see.”
Wait and see.
Recently it seems as if most people I speak to are waiting.
Waiting to go on overseas trips. Waiting for surgery. Waiting for test
results. Waiting for something or someone to turn up. Waiting for it to
rain or in our case, for it to stop raining. Waiting for God to open another
door.
An elderly woman said,” Remember that television programme “Waiting
For God”? “Well that’s me. I’m waiting for God and I wish He’d hurry up.”
I guess we’re all waiting for God one way or another. For God to answer
our prayers, to heal us or a loved one. To give us direction. To solve our
and the world’s problems.
But with waiting comes hope...hope for an answer, a healing, a solution,
the hint of light in the darkness.
Sue Hogan - NSD
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IMPORTANT
As your Cursillo Diocese is now receiving a PDF copy of the magazine and has
been asked to distribute it electronically to all Cursillistas, you will have the
following options when your subscription lapses:
Read it on your Diocesan website Cursillo section (where available) in
PDF form.
Receive it in PDF form by email from your Cursillo Diocesan
Communications Officer.
Request a hard copy to be printed by your Cursillo Diocesan
Communications Officer (at a cost to be determined by your Cursillo
Diocesan secretariat.)
Request a PDF copy from the editorial team to be sent directly to you (at
no charge) – please provide an email address.
Request that a hard copy continues to be sent from the editorial team at
a cost of $15 per year (3 issues).
De Colores,
Janice Thorne and Ariel McCracken
Editorial team for Kiwi Cursillo

CURSILLO BADGES AVAILABLE NOW
As palanca for the Movement in New Zealand,
Christchurch Secretariat has commissioned the
design and manufacture of a colourful and
attractive “Anglican Cursillo New Zealand”
lapel pin badge (pictured right).
Featuring a colourful “de colores” rooster emblem, this badge is a
great way to show your colours and start a conversation about
Cursillo.
Priced at only $10 each (plus post and handling, if required),
badges will be on sale at the National Ultreya, or may be obtained
from Lesley Allan (03) 356 1819 or fortiter@paradise.net.nz
(Badge dimensions 25mm wide x 31mm high)
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Waiapu Diocese
Cursillo Service of Commissioning at All Saints Taradale
14 March 2017
Luke 12:35-44; Numbers 11:16-17,24-29; Ephesians 4:7-16
We have come, haven’t we, to one of those moments in time where we
pause, collect ourselves, and move onwards. Commissioning services are
like that, and especially so when, there is both a coming to an end, a
laying down of a role, and also a taking up of roles by new people. An
ending and a beginning. And so it makes sense that our Gospel reading
tonight has that sense of ending and beginning. Parables of the coming
kingdom are like that – the world as we know it will come to an end, the
master returns, and then something new is begun.
Jesus gives us a series of word-pictures: faithful servants waiting for their
master to arrive back from a banquet, a prudent manager left in charge
of the household. We hear these things and we anticipate the coming
again of Christ, the return of Jesus at the end of time. And we are
reminded – as if we were in any danger of forgetting it – of our vocation,
our calling to spread the good news of God’s love and grace.
It is a corporate calling, a collaborative one that we live out together. No
-one works on their own – just as Mary and Hanlie will not work on their
own in these roles for which they are commissioned tonight. I guess we
are hoping that they learn how to share the burden of an office rather
more quickly than Moses did, trusting that the energy of the Holy Spirit is
more than enough to go around. They will be working together, not just
with each other, but with all those in the Cursillo movement here, and
with the whole of the Waiapu whanau. We are all in this together, and
so we lean on one another, as we lean on the God who has called us and
given us all a task.
And there’s something else about Jesus’ words here that speaks to us this
evening. This is part of that huge section of Luke that we call the Travel
Narrative. It’s a series of episodes that occur while Jesus and the
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disciples are making their way through the villages and towns of Galilee
and on towards the City. Jesus was heading to Jerusalem, to the cross on
which he would suffer and die – and so it’s fitting that we hear this in
Lent, as we also prepare for those events. The parables Jesus tells are
stories for the road, and that means they are stories for us to hear. For
we too are travelling, we are pilgrims on a journey – an image I know
that is familiar to those who have made their Cursillo. The God-life we
are called to live is never static: the earliest name for Christians was
‘followers of the way’ and we forget that at our peril.

We are pilgrims on a journey, followers of the way – followers of Jesus,
who is the Way. He has given us all a task, and it is one that we embrace
with delight, even though we realise that there will be moments of
frustration, of anger sometimes, of pain and grief. But we go on – as
Moses and his companions did – heading into the future even when we
cannot always see too far around the next bend in the road.
It is the energy of the Spirit that gets us up in the morning and sends us
onwards into whatever the day will bring. To go out and tell our stories
boldly, to speak of God’s love that never lets us go, to share with others
what we ourselves have received. As we do this, we are invited to rejoice
together in the grace we have been given ‘according to the measure of
Christ’s gift’. We are given gifts in order that we use them, building up
the body of Christ so that all may come to know the Son of God.
And that, I think, is what Jesus means being ready for his return. Being
ready, being prepared is not about waiting around for instructions. After
all, in the little pictures that Jesus gives, the slaves and the householder
aren’t sitting there in screensaver mode waiting for something to
happen. They already have their instructions, as indeed do we. They’re
busy with their preparations, keeping their lamps well-tended, the house
ready to receive the returning bridegroom, or to drive away the
approaching thief. Being ready is less about trying to predict the actual
time and place (and worrying that we’ll miss it) and much more about
noticing Jesus’ activity in the world here and now, even in places where
we might not be expecting it. It’s about being ready to receive Jesus
when he comes to us in our brother or sister. And while we do that we
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work for God’s kingdom to come in our communities and our world.
Working with others, using the gifts the Spirit gives us, reaching out in love
and generosity and justice to others. This is what can make it possible for
us to be prepared for God’s kingdom and to participate in it.
To Hanlie and Mary, as you take up these roles, and to us all, I offer these
words of the Jesuit leader Pedro Arrupe:
Nothing is more practical
than finding God,
than falling in Love
in a quite absolute, final way.
What you are in love with,
what seizes your imagination,
will affect everything.
It will decide what will get you out of bed in the morning,
what you do with your evenings,
how you spend your weekends,
what you read, whom you know,
what breaks your heart,
and what amazes you with joy and gratitude.
Fall in Love, stay in love
and it will decide everything.
Photos on pg 31

Rev’d Deborah Broome
Diocesan Ministry Educator

"The Spirit of the Sovereign LORD is on me, because the LORD
has anointed me to proclaim good news to the poor. He has
sent me to bind up the broken-hearted, to proclaim freedom
for the captives and release from darkness for the prisoners, " Isaiah 61:1
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SPOTLIGHT ON APOSTOLIC ACTION
My Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ, we are Jim and Kathy Barnette. We
worship at holy Spirit Church in West Palm Beach. We attended Episcopal
Men’s Cursillo #24 and Episcopal Women’s Cursillo #22 where we sat at the
tables of St. Paul and St. Margaret.
Almost every Tuesday morning for the past seven years, we have gone to
Holy Redeemer in Lake Worth to serve at their food pantry. Kathy, in fact,
has been doing this for many more years. We join several other members of
Holy Spirit each week.

Kathy’s job is to greet returning people and register their attendance before
they join the line to receive food. At first, Jim just handed out carrots, onions
and potatoes. When the “new people” registrar left, Jim volunteered to take
his place. That meant that Jim would have to learn enough Spanish to
welcome and register them. I try to learn a new helpful phrase or question
each week and it has been an experience.
We are sharing this because we see this as true Apostolic Action. We are
doing what Christ has told us to do. Go out into the world and show His
love. It is always more comfortable to stay within your church family and do
things together. We encourage you to keep doing this but we felt that Christ
wanted us to broaden our service. Make new friends, be a friend and show
the love of Christ is alive and well on this planet, despite the actions of some.
We see many of the same people week after week and we interact with
them, taking the time to learn a little about them.
One of the ladies that Kathy sees often told her that she had to have a breast
biopsy. Kathy checked her registration card and sent her a note saying she
would be praying for her. The woman was greatly touched and on her next
visit she went straight to Kathy and gave her a big hug. We often see those
in need responding gratefully to people like us who take action ”in a loving,
caring Christian way.”
There is opportunity all around you to share your love of Christ. As always
you will receive far more than you give.
From COUNTING ON YOU newsletter of the Cursillo community in the Diocese
of Southeast Florida by Jim Barnette EMC 24 and Kathy Barnette EWC 22
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SIMNEL CAKE
There are several versions of the
tradition of the Simnel Cake in
England and Ireland going back to
medieval times. These days even
Harrods do a Simnel Cake in a tin!
In the Church of England, it was
very much part of the lead up to
Easter. A fruit cake similar to
Christmas cake with a layer of almond paste (marzipan) through
the middle and another layer on top on which 11 almond paste
balls were placed and toasted. The 11 balls allude to the 11 true
disciples of Jesus (omitting Judas) but often one was placed in the
middle representing Jesus.
The Simnel Cake was a post Lent delicacy allowing a feast of all the
goodies not allowed during the fasting period. It was traditionally
baked on Mothering Sunday, the 4th Sunday in Lent and given to
girls in service to take home to their Mothers along with a bunch of
fresh violets. A gift of love for Mums, a labour of love the
preparation of the cake and the picking of the violets in springtime.
Use your own fruit cake recipe if you like but there is a Simnel Cake
recipe in the Ernest Adams cookbook, and if you prefer, use
packaged marzipan - Or my recipe...
For the Cake:
110g butter
3eggs beaten (plus one beaten egg for glazing)
110g soft brown sugar
150g plain flour
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Pinch salt
350g mixed raisins, currants, sultanas – or your own preference
55g mixed peel
Half lemon rind grated
1Tbsp apricot jam
Prepare the cake tin as usual, putting half the mixture covered by a
layer of marzipan, then another layer of the cake mixture and a
layer of marzipan on top.
For the Almond paste (marzipan)
125g castor sugar
125g ground almonds
1 beaten egg
Half tsp almond essence
Place sugar and ground almonds in a bowl and add sufficient
beaten egg to give a fairly soft consistency. Add the almond
essence and knead for a minute until smooth and pliable. Roll out
into 2 circles to fit your cake tin reserving sufficient for 11 balls
around the top.
Bake at 140 for 2hours until firm or a skewer comes out clean.
When almost cooked, put the marzipan balls on top of the cake and
lightly toast them.
Barbara Ollerton
Combined 3 Papamoa, BOP - worshipping at St Peter’s Church,
Mount Maunganui
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Wellington Diocese
Well it’s been a strange kind of Summer here in Wellington –
I think we’ve had a whole lot of seasons all at once! With
daylight savings coming at the beginning of April, we do
move into a new season.
Cursillo Wellington is definitely moving in to a new season.
Maree Foster and Liam Jones, along with their teams, are in
full swing training and planning for Men’s and Women’s 41. They are all
very graciously being our “Guinea pigs” as we implement a few changes.
Here’s another glimpse of what is happening behind the scenes ….
Implementing new Team training guidelines
Modernising LD and Proctor kits
Training alongside “Core” team members
Incorporating Bi-culturalism
Testing the new Talk guidelines
Team training started at the end of January with our 2017 weekend
dates being:

W41 15-18 June El Rancho
M41 27-30 July El Rancho
If you have any pilgrims who may want to come on a three-day
weekend, please check out our website for an application form. We
need names to come in thick and fast!
Please continue to uphold Liam Jones and Maree Foster in your prayers
as they prepare for their 2017 weekends.
14

It gives me great pleasure to announce our Lay Directors for 2018 –
please pray for:
M42 Neil Macdonald
W42 Mary Cropp
My role is still to conclude at the end of 2017, and I will not be
renewing for a further three. With this in mind, we are
asking for anyone who may be interested to please come
forward! The plan is for someone to come alongside me now
to “learn the ropes” and for me to bow out graciously in
2017. Please feel free to email me if you would like to
explore this further (dld@cursillo.org.nz).
As always, feel free to contact me if you need to know anything
about anything! I look forward to seeing many applications coming
in for our weekends this year!
Tanya Mac
DLD Wellington
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Walking the Routeburn Track
In late February David and I had the privilege of embarking on a trip
of a lifetime – we and 20 others walked the Routeburn Track over
the course of 3 stunning days. I call it a trip of a lifetime because for
me it incorporated so many life lessons.
We had to prepare for the trip – walking up to 12 kms a day in
mountainous conditions was not something I had ever anticipated
doing, so our sessions in the gym took on a new meaning as did the
weekend walks (puffing and gasping) up some of the steeper hills
around the Hutt area. I was not at all convinced that I would be
able to cope with the actual walk but to my surprise we both did
well. Lesson number one: preparation pays off.
The track was well formed but I found myself keeping my eyes on
the patch ahead to avoid tripping or falling over rocks or tree roots.
The trouble with this approach was that unless I chose to look up I
missed out on some of the spectacular scenery or the birds and
flowers. Lesson number two: don’t forget to look upwards and
enjoy what is all around – extend your horizon.
Travelling in a group was a blessing. It was wonderful to meet
others who were on the same pilgrimage as ourselves – some were
quite experienced and others just starting out like ourselves. We
were the only New Zealanders (except for 2 of the guides) so the
discussions from around the world took on added flavour.
Sometimes small groups of us walked together and at other times
we had the opportunity to be more spread out, even walking
separately. At the end of each day we gathered over a meal and
prepared for the next leg of the journey. Lesson number 3: we are
created to be in company with others but equally we need time to
ourselves to reflect and meet with God.
At the end of the walk the plan was that we stop at a nearby pub
and share in a final drink and celebrate together. Initially I was not
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particularly keen on this but actually, it was yet another lesson.
Celebrating your own and others’ achievement is important. As we
were all presented with a certificate it was a chance to celebrate
the unique contribution of each person.
On our second day, we woke to find the track above us obscured by
mountain mist. It was a fascinating experience climbing up through
the ethereal cloud and then as we rose above it being able to see
nothing but a blanket of white where we knew were forests and a
lake. Fortunately, the sun soon burned off the mist but I wouldn’t
have missed this lesson for anything. There will always be times of
mist in our lives, times when we cannot see clearly the way ahead
or even where we have been. The key is to keep going, staying on
the right path and trusting the guidance of the leader.
During January we had attended the New Wine Festival and one of
the speakers unwrapped a passage in Isaiah in a startlingly clear
manner. He described Isaiah 6:1-9 as a Wow, Woe, Go passage.
Wow – Isaiah saw God himself; Woe –he realised his own
sinfulness, and Go – he offered himself to serve God. Walking the
Routeburn was like that: Wow – the scenery, the beauty of our
land; Woe- all that steep and tricky climbing and Go – the best way
through life is one step at a time.
I love experiencing God in Creation
– and I find it helpful to relate it to
my journey. As I write this we are
in the middle of Lent. Like the
Israelites, I need constant
reminders of where I have been,
where I have met God, and how he
is alive in me. May your journey be
full of Wow, Woe, Go moments.
De colores
Robyn McLay - DSD Wellington
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Waikato and Taranaki Diocese
March 2017
I have just re-read the article I wrote for the Kiwi Cursillo
this time last year.
It referred to the fact that we should all make time to
‘be with God’. In it I mentioned 2 things in particular I
was going to endeavour to do Ensure I did spend more time with God
Organize a quiet weekend for Cursillistas at a Retreat House
12 months on how did I do?
I did/do have my quiet times, but I must admit it was/is erratic and
by no means regular. I can and do try and justify this by telling
myself that I get busy doing other things. They may even have
been God’s things, but how do I know if I don’t spend time
listening to God?
These times of silence, times of reading his word, times of
reflection, times of prayer are basic necessities to leading a life
in Christ and they are also wonderful. Particularly the sense of
serenity that often comes from these times of quiet. So …. Note
to self:
“Spend this time more frequently”.
Quiet weekend. This did happen and we had a group of Cursillistas
who did spend time in quiet (it wasn’t silent, but was certainly
quiet) at the Tyburn Retreat House at Ngakuru. We took turns
in organizing and leading our worship times morning and
evening and on Sunday morning Rev’d Brendan Gibbs presided
at a Eucharist service. Apart from these times people were free
to spend it as they wanted. Some sat reading and reflecting,
others went for walks in the wonder that is God’s creation, some
quietly spoke with others about their spiritual journey – almost
like a group reunion. It was a period of ‘taking time out’ from
the busyness of every day life.
18

To answer my question –‘how did I do’?
Only an average pass mark for the first observation and maybe a ‘B’ for
the second.
Remember our ‘commitment cards’ we got at the end of the 3-Day
event. Last night I attended my group reunion and this card was
referred to, particularly as we had a relatively new member to our
group who is just learning about the Cursillo Movement. This
together with my re-reading of my previous article re-enforced my
belief that on a regular basis I should think about my spiritual journey
during the past 6 / 12/ 24 months, about my ‘Actions for Christ’.
AND
They are both a conscience nudge for me, and maybe for you.
De Colores,
Annette Rea DLD – Waikato & Taranaki Diocese

'Seeing with Heart'
1 Samuel 16:7
Having taken a church service the other day themed
'Seeing with Heart', I went with my husband and our 8
year old foster boy, Strider, to Puke Ariki Museum in New
Plymouth. It is an excellent place to spend time in
especially on a dull and rainy day.
The special exhibition was on bugs, perfect for the lad. We then looked
at various displays but I became quite frustrated with the way our young
fellow was charging about pressing all the display buttons possible but
then bouncing off. Eventually I encouraged him to look into some
cabinets where there were various taxidermied birds and animals. Again
his attention seemed to wane and we decided enough was enough and
went home. I wondered why we had bothered to take him there.
Next morning as I went outside to walk down to the school bus with
Strider, (of course he had already taken off!), I heard an excited little
19

voice calling. "Come quick, Grandma! There's a Grey Warbler up in the
tree I think!"
Sure enough, up in the branches was the tiny
bird which began to sing for us. How wrong I
had been to think Strider was not interested in
or learning about all we saw at Puke Ariki.
How wonderful that he had heard the clear
melody from the tiny bird and looked up to
find it. They are small and not easily seen.
I had looked at Strider from the outside, not from the heart. No wonder
Jesus loved the children so. They see God's glory in creation so quickly
and react with natural praise and delight.
I had to think again about my sermon. I would be wiser to practise what I
preach. It is better to look at others with God's eyes of love and
understanding rather than stop at the outward appearances. May God
enable us by the Holy Spirit 's grace and power to open our eyes daily to
others hearts and to love as we are loved.
De Colores,
Wendy Harland – DSD, Waikato/Taranaki

CHRISTCHURCH DIOCESE
Here I am on a drizzly Autumn day wondering what I
should write – looking out the window certainly isn't
providing much inspiration! For this I've looked back at
the Christmas edition of 'Kiwi Cursillo' and it's been great
re-reading the articles, looking at the photos and
remembering the blessings of the National Ultreya.
It seemed that last year I was only looking forward as far
as Labour Weekend, and my focus of attention became very narrow as
the date approached. It was also a time of looking back as we
considered the blessings of 20 years of Cursillo in the Christchurch
20

Diocese and asked some of the early Cursillistas to write or speak of
their memories of Cursillo.
Now, however, we are being challenged to look forward, to face the
reality that if we are to survive and thrive in the next two decades
and beyond we need to make changes. To that end instead of an
Ultreya we held a 'Visioning Day' at the end of February. While
attendance wasn't great, we had many meaningful discussions and
lots of paper was filled up as we were let loose with marker pens to
answer a number of questions:
What is wonderful about Cursillo? Why do we feel passionate
about its future within our Diocese?
What obstacles does the movement face? What are the barriers
to its continued effectiveness? And what are the solutions to
each of these obstacles?
How can we keep Cursillistas connected to Cursillo after the
Three Day Weekend? How can we encourage attendance at
4th Day Group meetings, Ultreyas and National Ultreyas?
What in your group's opinion are the top 3 priorities for the
Secretariat this year?
Lesley Allan and I acted as facilitators and Lesley has produced a
report which I am in the process of studying. We will present it to the
Secretariat at our next meeting at the end of April, so I'll let you
know next time what we decide.
As the season of Lent progresses we value the time of preparation
and then we join to celebrate the joy of new life at Easter. At the
moment for Cursillo we seem to be doing a lot of time-consuming
reflection, study and I suspect in the future hard work. But we know
our God is faithful and we look forward to new life and celebration. I
pray that our Cursillo journey will continue to take us along
this path as we prepare for and then celebrate new growth.
Ultreya from Stephanie Johnston ( DLD – Christchurch )
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GIVE CONTROL TO THE CREATOR
Just after midnight on 14 November, many people around New
Zealand had a rude awakening. Actually, my husband and I did not
have to be awakened - we were still up and busy!! Although I have
experienced many earthquakes this was certainly the most terrifying
as a 7.8 struck 20km south-east of Hanmer Springs and was felt up
and down the country. There was this
awful feeling of deja vu - had it all been
too good to be true - we had been free
of quakes for a reasonable period of
time and felt lulled into a sense of
security.
Friends and relatives in the North
Island experienced their very first shake
and of course many others relived the
trauma of the Christchurch
quakes.

Five years after the February
2011 quake this one felt
different, thanks in part to
social media. We were in the
USA when news of the 2011
quake came through and I
remember the sense of panic and loss of control we felt as we tried
to discover the whereabouts and status of friends, relatives and our
home. This time Facebook's Safety Check feature was amazing as we
were able to confirm with one click of the mouse that we were safe
and of course other Facebook friends also stated that they were OK.
I am sure that one of the reasons that we don't like quakes is the
total lack of control we feel. We have absolutely no ability to stop it
and no warning that it's coming. For many of us this is an open tap
into fear and anxiety. And, of course in a single moment lives can
change forever.
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The town of Kaikoura was isolated for many weeks, stranding
hundreds of people, supplies running out. Only recently have we
been able to journey there, have a meal and show some support
with the people and businesses of that town. An even smaller town
Waiau, of which we have heard much less was also stranded, and the
local school principal took it upon herself to finish teaching for the
day and then prepare an evening meal in the school hall,
miraculously still safe, for many who had no power, water, or
supplies.

Several of us from the Transitional Cathedral were able to travel to
Waiau taking much needed water and other supplies immediately
after the quakes. We heard at first hand stories of that night and saw
the devastation caused. We were able to pray with several people
and offer Home Communion to elderly folk who had been moved out
of badly damaged homes.
This may seem like "old news" - nevertheless the needs are ongoing
as people attempt to rebuild lives where local business is struggling.

As we approach Easter and Holy Week I am reminded that often life
seems scary, dark even overwhelming and "too much" for us to
handle. How, I wonder did Jesus feel in those last weeks as he drew
near to Jerusalem? I am reminded that because of his determination
to do the will of His Father we can be assured that our circumstances
do not determine God's presence. God is not weakened by our
weakness nor disappointed by our doubt. Instead, he is our stable
place, a refuge from every storm, the strong shelter when all about is
shaken and broken.
Our need for control can be handed over to the creator of the
universe. When we can't trust ourselves, God is
trustworthy. God is the reason we can declare even
in the middle of a disaster, and even if only in a tiny
whisper "It is well with my soul".
De Colores.
Ven Lynnette Lightfoot – DSD Christchurch
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A Cursillo Weekend
Spending time with fellow
Christians
Away over the hill
In special surroundings
(I remembered my pills!)
Generous hospitality
this year’s Lenten studies
Was demonstrated at Cursillo –
what amazing new buddies.

When asked to speak
To you all today
I wondered just what
And how I would say.
Enough to give to
You all an idea
Of the wonderful
Benefits attending Cursillo could
bear.

I cannot relate all of the good
things
Just believe me when I say
laughter,
tears and songs to sing
“Growing in Godliness”
was our Cursillo theme
But do go with an open heart –
things are not what they seem.

“Cursillo”, a word from Spain far
away
A short course in Christian Living
they say
But we are already doing
the best that we can
How can we improve?
What is the plan?

I thought I had covered most areas If someone says they will sponsor
of life
you – will you go?
I’ve lived 6 ½ decades (44 as a
You need to say “yes”
wife)
then the spirit will flow
I pray and attend church
God’s spirit is alive,
most Sundays missing a few
we just need to open our hearts
So what more can I do?
Let generosity and sharing
What more can I do?
become just the start.
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Of a new refreshed outlook
walking with Jesus
Appreciating everything sun, rain,
clouds and breezes.
Wait, watch and wonder
as your Christian outlook grows
The changes are noticeable,
I’m so glad I was chosen.
It’s time to say thank you
and encourage others.
All are welcome –
mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers
I hope you can pick as I’m speaking today
That when you are asked,
don’t hesitate say “Yay”.
I’ll go and I’ll learn
more about Christian living
It’s all founded solidly on loving and giving
Let go of your worries,
your concerns, your pets
They will all be taken care of –
this is the best course yet!!!

*****
By Suzy Rock-Evans –
from Shannon/Foxton Parish
written when she was asked to speak at a service after her Cursillo
weekend.
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DUNEDIN DIOCESE
At the first Ultreya for 2017, at
Maheno, Craig and I were
commissioned as Co DLD’s for the
Dunedin Diocese.
I – Margaret - attended Dunedin
Women’s #1 back in 2000 when
Christchurch bought Cursillo down to
Dunedin. I remember wondering
‘what on earth was I doing there’ for
the first couple of days and found
that every time we were in chapel I
spent the time in tears. Everything came right in the end and after getting
so much from Cursillo I want to give it all back to others.
I went onto Secretariat when I returned from my 3-day weekend as
Secretary a position I have held ever since apart from a 3-year break.
I have taken part in a great number of 3 day weekends either as a team
member or a member of the kitchen team. Watching all those Pilgrims
‘blooming’ has been wonderful. I was fortunate enough to be LD for
Cursillo 16 back in 2010. Once again, a wonderful opportunity giving back
to others what I had received.
I have been in the same 4th day group since 2000 and it is great to be able
to share things with other Cursillistas.
Hi, I am Craig, husband of Margaret, and now co Lay Director for Dunedin.
I remember Margaret returning from her Cursillo all butterflies and
rainbows and exclaiming, “I wish you could do one”! I wasn’t even a
Christian then but guess what, I did mine, Combined Dunedin 14 a few
years later. I then participated on team for a couple and lead one
eventually. Involvement on Secretariat followed when I realised that the
whole thing could possibly fold if no-one was prepared to work behind
the scenes. Cursillo continues to be a big feature in my life and our
church, St John’s Roslyn, is peopled by many Cursillistas. We have been in
a 4th day group from day one and we believe this is vital to keep Cursillo
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fresh in our lives. We hope the reinforcing of 4th day groups in this
area will be the highlight of our tenure. We both believe that Cursillo is
very effective in building Christian lives in a practical and friendly
environment.
Margaret and Craig

Dunedin Diocese Happenings;
Maheno Ultreya 25 February.
Maheno Cursillistas hosted our February Ultreya with support from their
neighbours at St Luke`s Oamaru.
26 years as a foster parent
In her Witness Talk Gillian Lynch (Christchurch Combined 6) spoke of the
joys and challenges of her 26 years as a foster parent to a number of
vulnerable children and young people. She spoke about God`s
unconditional love for us and the importance of people (young and old)
knowing that there is someone to turn to when life is hard.
The Priest`s response invited reflection on Scripture passages about
God`s unconditional love and our ability to love others because we know
that God does indeed love us and them.
Keep it Simple
After lunch Bishop Kelvin, who will retire as our Bishop at the end of
April, reflected on his Cursillo experiences and looked to the future. He
encouraged us to Keep it Simple when we plan 3 days or any other event
- we need to allow space for people to recognise and respond to God`s
work in their lives. We took the opportunity to acknowledge the support
+Kelvin (a Cursillistas) and his wife Clemency (also a Cursillista) have
offered to Cursillo in this Diocese and to wish them a full and fulfilling
retirement.
Thank you to retiring DLD- Keith Gover
We thanked Keith Gover as he moves on from the DLD role. Keith has
been involved with Cursillo in this Diocese since its beginning, has
served a previous term as DLD and has also been National Lay Director.
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Keith is committed to introducing people to the God he knows and
serves. He encourages people to come to faith and to grow in their faith
so he has given much to this Diocese and to Cursillo over the years. We
are pleased that we will continue to have his insights and experience as
he will remain a member of the Diocesan Secretariat.
Commissioning Margaret and Craig McLanachan- Co-DLD
Bishop Kelvin commissioned Margaret and Craig McLanachan as Co-DLD.
This was extra special because, before his consecration as Bishop,
+Kelvin was Margaret`s and Craig`s Vicar at St John`s Roslyn.

St Andrew`s Memorial Church -Maheno.
Jennifer King told us about the well-maintained and beautiful building
which was consecrated 16 December 1939. The church is close to State
Highway 1, open daily and is well worth a visit. The grounds are well
maintained and would be a great place for a picnic lunch or a cup of tea
as you travel.
Some Quotes from the Ultreya.
Jesus said “A new commandment I give unto you that you love one
another as I have loved you”.
We express the love of God for us and fulfill the ministry we have as
baptized people as we serve God`s people.- And as St John reflects- we
love because God first loved us”
Although we know that serving others can be challenging- and
sometimes much more than that –we also know that in serving others
we are serving Christ and we do not serve in our own strength.-as a song
from our book says: - Every day in your Spirit I`ll find the love and energy.

He aha te mea nui o te ao? He tangata! He tangata! He tangata!
God of peace let us your people know that at the heart of turbulence
there is an inner calm which comes from faith in you. Keep us from being
content with things as they are that from this central peace there may
come a creative compassion, a thirst for justice, and a willingness to
give of ourselves in the spirit of Christ. Amen.
(ANZPB p465 service)
Vivienne Galletly Dunedin DSD
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“FRIDAY LIGHT”
In 2005 a thought came into my mind that a “gathering” needed to
happen, weekly, beginning at the holiday period when many church
groups take a break.
I had previously participated in Dunedin Men's 1 Cursillo, and helped on
team at a few other Cursillos subsequently, and liked the thrust of
“community” and the talks describing Christian faith and living.
I was also involved in a low-key way with Church Army, who had a
strategy called PIPA: pray for folk to come to faith; identify those you
sense you should pray for regularly by name; engage with these people
recreationally or socially (“play”); and arrange a way they can hear the
gospel message. Around this time an Indian friend named Janaky invited
me to join occasional gatherings in her large lounge (it needed to be!) of
folk from many denominations to sing praise songs and join in a shared
meal. And so, with the encouragement of Rev Bill Sim (Vicar of St Lukes
on the Taieri (Mosgiel) at the time.)
Friday Light began on the first Friday of 2006 with eight people. We
begin with a time of singing; sharing where we have seen God at work;
prayer; and an interactive Bible study, which has adapted over time to
cater for an increased number of folk whose literacy skills are basic.
After this we have a shared meal and then unstructured time
afterwards. Soon after its beginning, Bon Smith sensed a call to lead
Friday Light, and did so for the first 5 or so years, establishing the
leadership team. Bon is still very much involved, but Lindy Nevill and
myself are currently co-leading Friday Light along with the team of
leaders, helpers, pray-ers, kitchen staff and cooks, and hall setteruppers. It is supported with practical and financial help from St Lukes;
and we in turn have been able to sponsor a Tear Fund child, Jessica, for
around 10 years.
Friday Light has an average of around 27 participants per Friday. A little
over a half come from outside Mosgiel; there are slightly more men than
women; and ages range from people in their 20's to 80's. (We aren't able
to cater for children under 16.) Friday Light meets every Friday of the
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year – but if Christmas day happens to be on a Friday we meet on
Boxing Day. This continuity helps the sense of community, as does
the sharing of life's highs and lows with one another in the presence
of God.
While I haven't participated in Cursillo activities for a number of
years, this for me is a big part of Fourth Day; not a replication of
Cursillo but making use of its gospel and community emphasis in a
way that is accessible to people who may or may not have a faith in
Jesus and who may or may not be interested in church. I am grateful
for all God has woven together, and the opportunity to see Jesus at
work in the lives of those who participate. Visitors welcome!
Jonathan Wood.

Cursillistas and friends gathered in All Saints Church, Taradale, Napier
on 14 March 2017. We were there to decommission Gail Spence who
has been Diocesan Lay Director for the 6 years that Cursillo has been in
Waiapu and to give thanks for the work of the late Rev Richard Spence,
Diocesan Spiritual Director during the same time.
We were also there to commission Hanlie Viljoen as Diocesan Lay
Director and Rev’d Mary Rowlands as Diocesan Spiritual Director.
Bishop Andrew Hedge performed the decommissioning and
commissioning and presided at the Eucharist, the liturgist was the,
Regional Dean, Rev’d David van Oeveren.
Ministry Educator, Rev’d Deborah Broome preached a wonderful
Sermon that was very well received by the supportive and joyful
congregation, some of whom had travelled from the Bay of Plenty and
the Wellington Diocese. As you would expect the singing was inspiring!
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New leadership in
Waiapu
Rev Mary Rowlands DSD
Hanlie Vilijoen DLD
Bishop Andrew Hedge

New DSD Rev Mary Rowlands
Decommissioned DLD Gail Spence
New DLD Hanlie Vilijoen

Left - Right...
Rev Tim Barker, Rev David van
Oeveren, Hanlie Viljoen (DLD)
Bishop Andrew Hedge,
Rev Mary Rowlands (DSD)
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